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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR

EMILY STEELE

THIS MONTH’S BITING QUESTION:

Welcome back kids! Another semester of university education 
awaits! A third of us are returning from the wake of some 
fantastic adventure, with post-holiday depression and the 
intense belief that they are simply not ready to commence 
study again. The second third are coming out of the end of 4 
weeks of non-stop working days, beneficial experience and 
little sleep with the intense belief that they are simply not 
ready to commence study again. The last third have spent 
the last few weeks crying about the finale of Game of Thrones 
and are simply too emotional to return to study. 

However you spent your mid-year break it is now time to break 
out the highlighters, sticky notes and assignment sheets and 
break the bank to buy textbooks that will never be used. 

I made a pact with a friend last semester that by no means 
will I be as disorganised and unmotivated as I was last 
semester. Of course, this is a promise I have been making to 
myself every semester for the past three years. However, as 
my very last semester of my undergraduate studies begins I 
feel I owe it to myself to give it a good hard crack. Maybe. I’ll 
try at least?

It’s hard to believe that this will be my very last semester. 
The last of assignments and late nights. Group work and 
mid-semester breakdowns. The last of having a reason to 
complain about being poor. Unless of course, I decide to 
torture myself with post-graduate studies. 

Wherever you are in your studies, remember that Yak is here 
to make this difficult readjustment back into the world of 
studenthood that little bit easier. Whether to provide a laugh, 
more information to digest or an outlet for your creative 
thoughts, our team love to be of help.

If you have something you feel worth sharing, why not apply 
to be a contributor? Not only is it a tonne of fun, but it looks 
pretty fantastic on the resume, for any type of degree!

Anyways, enough from me, move on to the pages filled with 
interesting stuff happening right around you, bought to you 
by my talented team! Be sure to immerse yourself in the 
events happening around you, like the awesome Create 2308 
week which will see so many crazy, imaginative and artist 
things popping up around campus. The real world isn’t as 
awesome as this.

If you’re like me, you’ve started the semester like a bat out 
hell, yielding a highlighter. I bid thee good luck that it lasts 
and fingers crossed we make it through another semester!

“Describe your worst date in five 
words.”

MANAGING EDITOR
EMILY STEELE
Mother’s House. Raining. Shitzu. Cartoon. 

DEPUTY MANAGING EDITOR
OWEN HARVEY
Alone. Steak was good though.

FEATURES EDITOR
AMY THEODORE
Mine’s bad enough that I don’t need to use five 
words: Subway. Morisset. Silence.

FEATURES EDITOR
JACKSON LANGFORD
Eggs were thrown at us.

UNI CONTENT EDITOR
MADELINE LINK
He stopped walking to fart.

LEAD  GRAPHIC DESIGNER
LIZ CRICHTON
Stood up at the movies. 

SUPPORTING GRAPHIC DESIGNER
KATRINA REEVES
Watched Gulliver’s Travels. In 3D.

PROMOTIONS OFFICER
MADELEINE LEEMING
Rain. Wind. Sand. Eyes. Pain.

CONTENT COORDINATOR
EMILY BURLEY
Got drunk, threw up. Classy.

FEATURES EDITOR
LAUREN GROSS
Double date. Surprise midget. No.
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YAK: ONLINE

#yakbeard
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On the entire spectrum of human emotion, the feeling of grief, as well as the grieving process, is possibly the worst to feel. Not 
only does it affect the individual, but those closest to that person are often left feeling helpless. Of course, grief is incredibly 
subjective and the way to deal with it alters with each individual, but if you identify yourself with that scene in 30 Rock where 
Jack Donaghy comforts Liz Lemon with a broom while uttering “there, there,” then these five tips should aid you with helping 
your mate through a rough time.

1. GIVE THEM SPACE
Of course, everyone wants to help someone going through a 
bad time, but sometimes the best help is no help at all. When 
grieving, people tend to act impulsively and irrationally, so 
sometimes it’s best to just offer your support if they need it, 
letting them be until they’re ready to talk. Heckling someone 
to talk to you about what’s wrong, despite the good 
intentions, can potentially ruin a good friendship.

2. TAKE THE FRIEND OUT TO DISTRACT THEM
If the friend in question decides they would like to spend time 
with you, then take them to do something to take their mind 
off things, because there’s no doubt that that is what they 
want. A concert, the movies, bowling, even dinner as long 
as you try and make sure the conversation stays away from 
what the person is dealing with.

3. IF THEY BREAK DOWN, JUST LISTEN
What’s most uncomfortable for us to listen to is often what’s 
necessary for the grieving person to do. Nothing beats 
bawling your eyes out to make you feel better (no matter how 

CELEBRATING OUR SPORTING SUCCESS - THE 
UNIVERSITY SPORTS AWARDS
Now that August is here, it’s time to reflect on the 
wonderful achievements our students have made on the 
sporting field over the past academic year.

The University of Newcastle Sports Awards will be held 
on Friday 29 August, and will recognise the outstanding 
achievements of UON students of 2013. 2014 Sport 
Scholars will also be announced.

The Sports Awards is an event not to be missed. Not only 
do we pay tribute to some of our best local talent, we get 
to hear from some of Australia’s most high profile sporting 
figures. Previous speakers have included Tim Horan, Kerri 
Pottharst and most recently, Peter Fitzsimons.

Honours recognised at the annual awards ceremony include:
• University Blues – for students who have an outstanding 

record of achievement and have represented the 
university in their sport.

• University Colours – for students or members who have 
made an outstanding contribution to the organisation 
and administration of sport at the university.

• Sports Person of the Year – for the student whose 
sporting achievements are deemed to be the most 
outstanding.

• Club of the Year – for the university sporting club 
judged to have the best record of administration and 
achievement.

• Sport Scholarship recipients for 2014.

Award finalists this year will include a number of Australian 
representatives, NRL stars and national champions. Who 
knew UON was such a breeding ground for talented athletes?

UON Sports Awards Ceremony
Friday 29 August
Newcastle City Hall
Tickets available at: www.trybooking.com/EYVI

DID YOU KNOW?
At the time of printing, UON has two students competing 
for Australia at the Commonwealth Games? NUsport 
and Yak would like to express our congratulations and 
best wishes to Sophie Stanwell (Heptathlon) and Blake 
Blackburn (Pistol Shooting). We’re sure you’ll do Australia 
and UON very proud!

HELPING A MATE DEAL WITH GRIEF
Jackson Langford is out to help you help others, with 

chocolates and tissues at the ready.

manly you think you are), so sometimes it’s best to let the 
friend go ahead and do that while you just listen. Don’t, under 
any circumstances, try to make them stop crying because it 
will just make things uncomfortable.

4. DON’T TRY AND MAKE IT ABOUT YOURSELF
It doesn’t matter if you’ve gone through the same thing. I don’t 
care if you think you know how the person feels, because 
you don’t. Everyone experiences grief differently, and you 
simply cannot make someone else’s problem about yourself. 
It doesn’t come off as trying to be a good friend as much as 
it comes off looking self-absorbed.

5. BE THERE FOR THE FRIEND, NO MATTER WHAT
Not really a tough one to understand. Just be there for the 
friend. Regardless of what they want you to do, if you’re there 
to support them, you will have done your duty as a mate. 
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This month marks the 22nd anniversary of my life on this 
planet. And much like how those past few months of 
watching heinously large amounts of movies, and letting 
your brain go to mush, I’m left wondering where the hell 
did the time go.

Call it a quarter-life crisis. But I feel like high school was 
only yesterday and here I am in my final semester of uni. 
So in case any of you feel I bit like me, I’ve been fishing 
around the black hole of the Internet for a few quick tips 
on packing your time with enough excitement so you 
don’t look back and realise that story you’re telling about 
that super exciting moment was actually a few years ago.

If you’re feeling the pinch of uni life already, or 
perhaps work is getting on top of you, pay a visit to 
donothingfor2minutes.com., or set a timer for two minutes 
and just do nothing. Don’t touch the mouse, or the 
keyboard or iPhone, and if you do, start the clock again. 
Taking a bit of time out can be crucial for relaxing, getting 
a better sleep and our brains actually work through 
problems subconsciously when we move on to other 
activities, so it could be a handy trick if an assignment 
has got you stumped.

If you’re anything like me, to do lists are the bane of 
your existence. A never-ending reminder of that ever 
expanding, soul-sucking, series of events that serve only 
to remind you how busy you are. Whilst I’m not quite 
ready to kick my to do list addiction, starting up a done 
list is a good way of dealing with the load. Make a list of 
little celebrations each time you complete an activity.

Finally, stop putting things off! Last year, I said to myself 
I wanted to learn to surf and I never got around to it. But 
I know nothing will happen if I don’t set aside the time to 
start and before I know it I’ll be one of those pensioners 
who decide it is finally time to take the plunge at 60 (well 
it could be later than that now). Artist Michael Avatat says 
“the fear of beginning is bigger than the actuality of doing 
… the only way to start is to start.”

“the fear of beginning is bigger than the actuality of 
doing … the only way to start is to start.”
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I’ve lived on college for the past two years now, so I’d like 
to think of myself as a bit of a wise veteran when it comes 
to living and partying with a couple of hundred other 
students. Here are a few tips that I’ve picked up along the 
way to make life easier and more fun.

Food
Cooking and eating with others is cheaper and (typically) 
more fun. If you’re at a catered college, you undoubtedly 
will have experienced the long wait at the dining hall to 
receive your daily slop. There is no precise method to 
predicting how long the line will be, but make the most 
of your time by catching up with mates. If you prefer 
your potatoes to be cooked through, choose the smaller 
ones. Be sure to get chummy with the chefs to get a little 
bit extra (We all know Helen is a saint). And if you stock 
up on enough salad, soup and bread, you’re sorted for 
tomorrow’s meal as well.

Drinking
This happens, fairly regularly and in high amounts. You 
must either learn to appreciate the often-scorned goon, 
or learn to say no when pressured to drink. Fun times can 

definitely be had with a bit of help from Captain Morgan, 
but he won’t be there in the morning when you’re battling a 
hangover. Look after your mates and keep it classy. 

Socialising
Be friendly! The biggest advantage of living on college is 
the fact that everyone living with you is there not just to 
study, but to have a good time as well. Keep on top of your 
assessments and study, but try to attend as many events 
and random adventures as possible. Procrastination is 
inevitable, so you may as well make it fun. Make friends 
with international students to experience another culture, 
plus gain a place to crash if you go travelling overseas in 
the future. Also, the “study” room is probably not the best 
place to study.

College.

An estimated 128,000 new cases of cancer will be 
diagnosed in Australia this year, with that number set to 
rise to 150,000 by 2020. Unfortunately, many of us have 
or will be touched by cancer in some way. 

But thankfully we have our own group of students at the 
University of Newcastle who are committed to turning 
these numbers around. 

The Cancer Council & Student Alliance is participating 
in the fight against cancer, with the goal of raising 
awareness and much needed funds for research and 
prevention. 

Forming in November last year, the Student Alliance 
is associated with Australia’s leading cancer charity, 
the Cancer Council and works regularly with them on 
fundraising programs and awareness campaigns.

James Garlick and the team already have 203 people 
signed up, with a 2014 fundraising target of $10,000 and 
they’re very keen to get more people involved. 

The Cancer Council & Students Alliance is involved in all 
of the Cancer Council’s fundraising programs including 

The Cancer Council & Student Alliance 
Kurt Sengul speaks to a student association with a conscience and clear mission to defeat cancer. 

Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea, Daffodil Day, Relay for 
Life and Pink Ribbon Day.

The alliance is currently spreading awareness of the 
benefits of quitting smoking to reduce the risk of cancer. 

Cancer Council regional manager, Shane Connell thinks 
that the alliance are doing a fantastic job in the fight 
against cancer. 

“We think that it’s an awesome initiative and it’s great 
to see young people getting involved in fundraising and 
awareness,” he said. 

Look out for them on campus or on Facebook because 
they have some exciting things in the works over the 
coming months.  

To get involved and show your support check out their 
Facebook page www.facebook.com/ccandsa for 
information on upcoming events. 

“Fun times can definitely be had with 
a bit of help from Captain Morgan, 
but he won’t be there in the morning 
when you’re battling a hangover.”

“The alliance is currently spreading 
awareness of the benefits of quitting 
smoking to reduce the risk of cancer”

Owen Harvey shares his tips to making the most of college 
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It’s hard to imagine someone you know getting hurt. But the reality is one in three women, including those 
close to you, will experience physical or sexual violence in their lifetime. More than 32 women were killed as 
a result of domestic violence in NSW alone last year and police in NSW respond to more than 370 incidents 
of domestic violence a day.

In fact, 40 per cent of police time is spent responding to reports of domestic violence, costing the Australian 
economy more than $13.6 billion per year.

Domestic violence is the number one cause of injury and death to women between the ages of 15 and 44.

To put that into perspective, women are more at risk from rape and domestic violence than from cancer, car 
accidents, malaria and war crimes combined. 

Violence against women isn’t a shame, it’s an epidemic. 

For the last 30 years women have been told how to recognise bad relationships and how to seek help, but it’s 
time Australia had a real conversation about an issue that is fundamentally a problem  for men.

Researchers have found that while some violent men have grown up in an abusive household, the majority 
have not. It is often assumed that domestic violence is caused by alcohol abuse, but in almost half of 
domestic violence cases, the perpetrator is sober, so consider this myth busted. 

Research suggests that some men do consider getting help, but the majority don’t. This is often due to 
misconceptions about notions of masculinity, fear, shame, ignorance or an acceptance of violence.

But there are strategies out there for men to understand and change their behaviour, and counselling is 
available. You just have to be man enough.

The Men’s Referral Service is a confidential and anonymous telephone service and is available at 
1300 766 491.

For women experiencing domestic violence, free counselling is available.

Phone 1800 RESPECT or Lifeline on 131 114
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Sweets, you couldn’t ignore this delicious treat if you tried.

One if you’re the criminal, two if you’re the princess.

2 bananas
4 eggs

1. Add ingredients to a bowl and whisk together with a fork until combined.
2. Grease two or three egg rings.
3. Turn a pan on medium heat and add butter to coat.
4. Place the egg rings in the pan and pour the mixture into them.
5. Cook for 3-5 minutes either side or until golden brown.
6. Serve as is, or with honey, berries or cooked apples sprinkled with cinnamon or chai spices.

In detention on a Saturday morning with the brat pack.

An Asian sensation worthy of Mr. Miyagi.

One, grasshopper.

1 sachet of miso paste, around 1 tablespoon
1 handful of vermicelli noodles
½ cup of mixed vegetables, fresh or frozen, finely chopped
1 tablespoon of tamari or soy sauce 
½ teaspoon of crushed garlic

1. Place the chilli, garlic and ginger in a bowl that matches your hunger levels.
2. Add the vegetables, noodles and miso paste.
3. Boil the kettle and fill your bowl with boiling water until ingredients are well 
covered.
4. Add the tamari and mirin and stir well.
5. Leave to cook for around 10 minutes, allowing the flavours to absorb.

Once you have taken the rock from the Master’s hand.

#thebreakfastclubofficial Banana Pancakes

Miso Hungry Miso Soup

Scan for more 
recipes online

2 tablespoons of cinnamon
1 teaspoon of butter

½ teaspoon of ginger, finely 
chopped
1 pinch of chilli to taste
1 teaspoon of mirin (optional)

Created by Amber Sewell-Green
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For many punters, Autonomy Day (the celebration of the 
UoN becoming autonomous from UNSW in 1965) may 
start with the 7am free breakfast, or perhaps when the first 

band starts playing. Some may even be more leisurely and turn 
their alarm off, allowing themselves the pleasure of sleeping in. 
But these pleasures are not an option for head organiser Rowan 
Stevenson, who gets up at 5.30am to make sure everything 
goes to plan.

Rowan’s Autonomy Day begins with setting up fences, signage, 
portaloos and making sure the band stages, the Carnival and 
the billy cart racetrack are all ready to go. Over the course of the 
day he’ll have over 60 staff under his wing, with his trusted radio 
taped to his side, constantly beeping and asking for his advice. 
He sums up the day in one word: chaotic. 

“There is so much running around because everything is spread 
over the campus,” Rowan said.

“You have the Bar on the Hill, the Carnival on one of the ovals 
and the billy carts in the car park - the furthest car park away 
because it just happens to have the best hill.”

Preparation starts months before, generally with a list. The 
list, which started as one page, has evolved into a three-
page document, with entertainment now being a major box 
which has to be ticked. From jumping castles and giant Velcro 
boards, Rowan’s favourite part is choosing which bands are 
going to perform. 

You can expect both bands and DJs to play on the day, and you 
may recognise some from your own course. Being a not-for-
profit organisation, UoN Services aims to get students involved 
in as many aspects as possible. 

“The Bar on the Hill typically, at its busiest, may have a couple 
of hundred people there, whereas Autonomy Day you’ve got 
thousands and thousands, expanding into the car park as well. 
We have a lot of student DJs we like to use, just to support the 
students and give them a big crowd to play to that they wouldn’t 
be able to in most instances.”

Something Rowan sees quite frequently is people keen to get 
the party started. “There’s always a few people turning up too 
keen but generally it’s a pretty good day. Everyone has fun and 
looks after each other.” 

He has a team of people giving out free water and you might 
also find the Red Frog gurus handing out goodies. The Carnival 
area is an alcohol free zone and anyone participating in the billy 
carts will need to be breathalysed first. 

Be sure to immerse yourself in the week of activities before the 
party. Have a gander at photos of Godfrey Tanner at Autonomy 
Day parties and spectate in the magic of a live action Quidditch 
game against UNSW. 

On the big day, it’s a good idea to take heed of Rowan’s advice 
on ticking boxes and making sure you have the following items: 
identification (both drivers licence and student card), a poncho 
and shoes.

And while you’re at it, dress up. 

“I always love it when people dress up,” Rowan said. 

“Although we don’t push it, it’s always fun when you see 
someone in a horse head or a gorilla costume. That’s why all the 
parties we have are dress up parties because myself and the 
management love dressing up.” 

So if you see a blur running past you, radio in hand, give a salute 
to the man who works so tirelessly to get the party started.

Rowan stevenson
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On a train from Nice to Paris I do sit, one of the last from the 
worldwide group of exchange students to leave the French 
south coast. The dying week of semester got me more hugs 
from chicks than ever before and now I can claim to be 
quite comfortable with saying goodbye to people who, fate 
permitting, I may never have the pleasure to see again.

Certainly it is an odd one. A few months abroad and given little 
to do but socialize, inevitably and obligatorily. Many you hike, 
drink and share food with will become some great friends. So 
good, in fact, that you’re not at all disappointed when some 
great friends venture back from Cannes to tell that Quentin 
Tarantino surprise prefaced a public screening of Pulp Fiction 
with John Travolta and Uma Thurman at his side, because 
you’ve spent the evening with a Finnish friend on her last night 
in Nice, with other good friends who you’ve only got a few 
days left with. (In case you’re reading, Quentin, don’t take this 
personally – even Jackie Brown was worth watching.)

Looking out this window at the sun setting over what must be 
Massif Centrale (big block of inland mountains), I’m bothered 
by the speed of this TGV, how I’m on it, and how every-
single-thing I see, I’ll likely not see again. It’s just like hugging 

“I can claim to be quite comfortable 
with saying goodbye to people who, 

fate permitting, I may never have the 
pleasure to see again”

With Sam Rayfield

someone on a night in the rain because you think they might 
cry. The sunset is no more special.

I’m headed about Europe now, likely, for too long a time, 
but many Europeans I intend to visit have offered a couch 
for a humble night’s rest and perhaps a shower if I’m lucky. 
These new friends I cannot wait to come across in their 
home towns, in the attempt to pinpoint the peculiarities and 
customs that make these people the way they are. More 
than anything, however, I want them to feel obligated to visit 
me in Australia, to show them my part of the world: the 
broken farm house infested with brown snakes; coffee from 
Woodville Corner Store; driving way too fast to walk way too 
slow up and down The Corker in the Barrington Tops.

I can’t wait until I get back to Australia.
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Okay, okay – there are definitely some cons to your man having a beard, 
but beards are more charming and awesome than you realise. Once 
they get beyond the scratchy, annoying stubble stage, a beard can be 
as soft and lovely as a kitten, and just as fun.

There is just so much that you can do with facial hair. You can encourage 
your man or guy friend to get creative with their facial hair. They could 
grow a monstrously giant beard. They could braid their beard like a true 
Khal and put bells on it. They could dye it blue or perhaps curl it like the 
majestic tail of a unicorn. The options are practically endless. Beards are 
just hairy blank canvases and they’re just waiting for your suggestions. 
It doesn’t end there, either - pair that beard with a strikingly dapper 
moustache and your guy will develop a rough classiness that could 

totally work a tuxedo. You can accessorise with a beard, my darlings. 
Think of all the fun you could have.
The versatility of the old fashioned beard does not end there, either. My 
mother – a woman that has been married to a bearded man for almost 
twelve years now – made the very important point that a beard also 
doubles as a bib. Food, drinks, and whatever else they’ve got in their 
mouth can’t fall on their clothes if it falls into their beards. That means 
less washing that has to be done, and do you know what that means? 
It means we’re saving the environment. Yeah.
Last but not least, the beard can be the sexiest addition to a man’s 
appearance. The magical power of the beard can put some much needed 
years onto a man’s face and God knows, some of them need a dose of 
maturity. Beards add just a dash of manly-man to your guy’s appearance 
and, overall, beards are just grand.

To beard, or not to beard? That is the age old question scholars have 
been contemplating for just about as long as scholars have been able 
to contemplate anything. It’s a polarising issue to say the least, and you 
may be predisposed to think that maybe they’re not that great, which 
is fine, but also it isn’t fine and you’re completely wrong. The answer 
to the proverbial question of “should I grow a beard?” is undoubtedly, 
“Yes, dumbass,” and quite frankly, the mere fact that we are even still 
asking this question in 2014 raises some serious concerns about the 
very fabric of human existence.

Alright, maybe I’m a little biased because I myself have indulged in 
the long process of growing and nurturing a finely shaped bed of man 
canvas. But this means you can believe me when I say I’ve heard all 
the completely ignorant and misplaced criticisms one may encounter 
while sporting one. Comments like  “You don’t look as handsome”, “It 
ages you”, or “CHRIST, DID YOU JUST PICK A RED-BACK OUT OF 
THAT!?” only serve to highlight the absolutely oblivious and ill-informed 
opinions of those who have never experienced the perpetual happiness 

and sense of fulfilment that beards grant people on a day-to-day basis. 
Not to mention they look pretty bad ass.
However beards aren’t just a fashion statement; they’re also versatile. 
They keep you warm in the winter months, prevent mosquito assaults 
to the face (an invaluable trait at our swamp university) and saves you 
hundreds on shaving paraphernalia. And that outstanding snitty you 
devoured at the pub last weekend? The beard catches and deposits 
it, keeping it handy should you become lost, stranded and hungry, 
effectively saving your life. 
Quite simply, beards make your life better than it was 
before, which isn’t even an opinion at this point - it’s 
basically science. Charles Darwin was the main 
man behind the theory of evolution and does it 
look like he had ever even seen a razor of any 
kind? 
Evolution = Beard.
Hell, even Ned Kelly became a respected 
Australian icon and he was a god damn outlaw. 
Do you think it was because of the funny little 
metal outfit he bounced around in? 
Highly unlikely.

“Beards are just hairy blank canvases and 
they’re just waiting for your suggestions.”

“Quite simply, beards make your life better than 
it was before, which isn’t even an opinion at this 

point - it’s basically science.” 

To Beard or
    Pat Martlew: Male Pro-Beard

    Bronte Hoy: Female Pro-Beard
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Not to Beard?
When I think of reasons as to why I’m against the face blanket, the 
episode of Family Guy where Peter grows his own beard comes to 
mind. His beard was his host to three small baby birds, and it’s fair to 
say, since witnessing that episode, that small creatures living in facial 
hair is now a legitimate fear of mine. 

Apart from that, I think I’m too lazy to maintain a beard. I know beards 
are all the trend right now, and, like in the case of that security guard that 
can be found at Bar on the Hill at times, beards can be quite majestic. 

However, I don’t think a bunch of facial hair is something I can 
be bothered tending to, especially when I don’t even take 

care of the hair already on my head (The process of 
which involves 1. Showering, and 2. Drying with a 

towel.) Of course, looking decent is in the eye of 
the beholder, but it works for me. Until recently, I 
didn’t even think that beard care was a thing, but 
since this trend has come about, I’ve noticed 
people talking about “beard wax” and “beard 
gel.” I can’t even go on websites like Urban 
Outfitters without being bombarded with Wild 

Man Beard Conditioner which is infused with grapeseed oil, lime, and 
rosemary oil to ‘maintain your rugged beard.’ 

Then there’s the added vexing stress of other people’s beards. My job 
strictly prohibits me from having facial hair of any style or length, and 
I’m not sure if that has subconsciously influenced my opinion of the 
beard, but I always feel a bit suspicious when I’m in a restaurant and I 
see that there’s a chef with a colossal beard stirring away. The last thing 
I want is for me to be so keen on eating some chicken fettuccine only 
to discover that I’m pulling a giant strand of some bloke’s hair out of my 
mouth (it’s just as gross as it sounds).

I know girls tend to love the beard and maybe that explains why I’m 
single, but god damn it, I just can’t bring myself to being okay with 
having the lovecurls. I, however, pass no judgement to anyone who 
wants to grow a beard; just as long as some of it doesn’t end up in my 
lunch.

As the unfortunate individual who began the New 
Year by kissing someone with a striking resemblance 

to Shannon Noll circa 2004, this girl has had more than her 
fair share of experience with unruly facial hair. I’m convinced 

that if my dignity can survive that, it can survive anything. But as I cling 
desperately to a newfound sense of resilience I have to ask, what about 
me? Because facial hair isn’t fair - I’ve had enough, I don’t want that 
(facial) hair. 

The first thing that comes to mind when I think of beards is the 
overwhelming OH&S issue they present. Who knows what lurks 
deep within the dark recesses of the black, curly abyss? Completely 
unfounded statistical evidence shows that 24 young women were 
lost to the whiskers of a tradie named ‘Davo’ last year in NSW alone. 
Proceed with caution ladies, I’ve been stung before.

Not only are beards impractical, but they’re aesthetically unpleasant. 
Unless you’re playing the lead role in Ned Kelly the Musical, I can’t 
understand the nihilistic motivation behind matching the carpet to the 
drapes.  Technically speaking, if you grow your facial hair beyond a five 
o’clock shadow, it’s no longer a beard, it’s a hallmark of depression. 

If we analyse this issue from a historical perspective, we find that one 
of the first alleged men to ever sport the beard was Jesus. While his 
12 apostles knew how to work the robe and sandal like it was 7BC, 
he only had 12. When was the last time you idolised someone with 12 
followers on Instagram? They aren’t getting my like. Consider this the 
Lord’s work.

Don’t get me wrong, there are times when I love a bit of scruff on a 
tall, dark and handsome man. That time is 5’oclock, sharp. There is a 
fine line between handsome, well-maintained ruggedness and letting 
yourselves go and boys, it’s time that line was recognised. So head 
home, whip out the clippers and give yourself a beardectomy, the 
ladies will love you for it. I’ve already established an extra letter-box for 
the thank you notes.

“Feel free to grow a beard if you want to; just as 
long as some of it doesn’t end up in my lunch.”

“Unless you’re playing the lead role in Ned Kelly the 
Musical, I can’t understand the nihilistic motivation 

behind matching the carpet to the drapes.” 

 Jackson Langford: Male Anti-Beard

Madeline Link: Female Anti-Beard
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Imagine a drug that’s cheaper than marijuana, more 
accessible than cocaine and is consumed predominantly by 
males aged 12 to 17. Now imagine that drug is highly addictive 
and can cause physiological changes in the brain that can 
take years to reverse. 

This is porn.

We all know the effects porn has on men, but what about 
women? Since the 1980s, feminists across the globe have 
been at war over porn. It’s an industry where the average 
life expectancy of its workers is 36.2 years, less than half of 
the average Australian lifespan and more than 65 per cent of 
workers have an infectious disease which directly impacts on 
their quality of life. Sadly, roughly one in 10 acquire a terminal 
disease, such as HIV/AIDS, on the job. 

Pornography is one of the most divisive issues in feminism, 
with radical feminists and liberal feminists going head-to-head 
on a real issue affecting real women. It all began in 1976 when, 
after all her bras were burned, radical feminist Andrea Dworkin 
organised demonstrations against the film Snuff. Though 
largely unsuccessful, they influenced the founding of groups 
like Women Against Violence in Pornography and Media. But 
it wasn’t all smooth sailing. Liberal feminists around the globe 
were outraged, and since then the space between the two 
camps has only continued to grow.

In the red corner are radical feminists, who believe porn is 
a tool of the patriarchy that not only harms societal views 
of women, but celebrates sex that is violent, coercive and 
degrading. They believe males will always own female 
sexuality as long as male dominance is the political, economic 
and social reality that it presently is. Feminists such as 
Dworkin believe this sparked controversy, even in the feminist 
sphere, because it argued that in a male supremacist society, 

sex between men and women constitutes a central part of 
women’s subordination to men.  

And in the blue corner are liberal feminists, who see women as 
collaborators rather than conquests. They argue that the porn 
industry liberates women that prefer a bed job to a desk job. 
Nina Hartley is one former porn star who reflects on her time 
in the porn industry as empowering, a feminist act of a woman 
looking to take control of her own experiences. But do the 
statistics support this?

While we don’t know exactly how many women are forced or 
coerced into working in the porn industry, we do know that 
porn is changing. Pornographic film director, Mitchel Spenelli 
said that audiences want more risks and more explicit content. 
“It’s like Fear Factor meets Jackass. Make it more hard, make 
it more nasty, make it more relentless,” he said. 

Gail Dines, author of Pornland: How Porn Has Hijacked Our 
Sexuality, told The Guardian she believes the assumption 
that porn is nothing more than a benign titillation needs to be 
banished. 

“We are now bringing up a generation of boys on cruel, violent 
porn and given what we know about how images affect 
people, this is going to have a profound influence on their 
sexuality, behaviour and attitudes towards women,” she said.  

Brain studies support this suggestion, showing that the 
brains of men who admitted having an addiction to porn 
developed changes in the same area as those who were 
addicted to drugs. Once the reward pathways in their brains 
are desensitized to the types of porn they regularly watch, 
they must look at more extreme and shocking films to get the 
same rush.

These are the facts. A sexual culture that would once have 
been considered extreme has now become mainstream and 
the thirst for violently explicit content is insatiable. The choice 
to watch porn is up to the individual, but next time you’re 
getting down and dirty, ask yourself, is anything wrong with 
this picture?

NOT SO HARMLESS

Madeline Link goes down on porn culture.

“It’s like Fear Factor meets Jackass. Make 
it more hard, make it more nasty, make it 

more relentless.”
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Amy Theodore explores what it takes to change your gender

“From about the age of four I was convinced that I was growing up to be male. I knew my body was different to my brother’s 
and similar to the girls who lived next door, but I was convinced I wasn’t going to grow up and have a body like my mum’s”.

The journey that Zeke* then went through is something we may all simply call a sex change, but the process is a lot more 
than just a series of medical procedures and taking hormone medications. It’s more than physically changing someone’s 
appearance; it’s a transition, with various social, psychological and legal aspects involved.

Before any steps can be taken, a health professional must first diagnose the person as being transsexual or to have a gender 
identity disorder called transsexualism. This basically means the person has a powerful desire to live as the opposite sex 
and psychologically and emotionally feel they belong to the opposite sex. This may manifest itself by the person being 
uncomfortable with outward signs of their given gender, such as clothing or reproductive organs, as well as a strong desire to 
act like and be recognised by others as the opposite gender. It can become evident from as early as two or three years of age.

For Zeke it was the “realisation that I was in fact going to develop breasts”.

“I was seven, I was standing in my board shorts waiting for my turn to dive in the pool. I have clear images in my head of 
standing there and hitting my chest convinced that it would prevent me from developing. It became a routine and I would do it 
whenever it was my turn to dive in the pool and the other kids weren’t watching.”

As well as receiving this diagnosis, the patient needs to take part in psychotherapy. Through this therapy, the health 
professional ensures the patient fully understands and is realistic about the gender assignment process as well as any 
ramifications of permanent options like surgery. It also helps ensure a person has been properly diagnosed.

“There was a young person who started testosterone after being diagnosed with gender identity disorder, but after a while they 
found they were misdiagnosed and actually had borderline personality disorder,” Zeke said, referencing the informative SBS 
Insight program entitled Transgender.

Belinda Muldoon, a counsellor at the University says UoN staff are trained social workers 
and are ready to help those who need assistance. 

“If the student feels that they require more specific counselling targeted at gender 
reassignment, we will assist to identify alternative counselling options”. 

“From about the age of four, I was convinced that I 
was growing up to be male”
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From here, some people may take part in a Real-Life Experience, though it’s a less prominent exercise in Australia compared 
to places like the US. 

The Real-Life Experience period is undergone for at least 12 months, where the person picks a new name and begins living 
as the opposite gender. 

For trans women this might involve undergoing procedures to remove body hair and wearing makeup. For trans men they 
might bind their breasts or attempt to speak in a lower pitch and involves all patients wearing the clothes of the opposite sex. 
They also need to continue going to work, school or volunteer around their community, to see if any social issues arise. How 
does their boss, friends, family or significant other react to the change?  

At this stage some patients find they are unhappy living as the opposite gender and choose to stop the transition and some 
find that simply wearing different clothing and changing their name is enough for them to feel happier within themselves. For 
others, it helps confirm their need to undergo more physical changes.

Some may not undergo this Real-Life period and go straight to hormone replacement therapy, also 
sometimes known as a period of feminisation or masculinisation. For this stage of the process, 
participants must be 18 years of age, though sometimes those under this age may be given the 
hormones to block puberty.

Male-to-female candidates take testosterone-blocking agents, along with oestrogen and progesterone which will lead to 
breast growth, less body hair, softer skin, decreased upper body strength, as well as causing body fat to be distributed to 
areas women usually carry more weight (around the hips). However, oestrogen doesn’t completely remove facial and body 
hair so electrolysis may be required.

Female-to-male candidates start taking testosterone which deepens the voice, shrinks the breasts and increases upper body 
strength.

“Within three weeks my voice started to lower and I began recording the changes in both my facial structure and voice. The 
puberty I longed for was happening!” Zeke said. 

“I was never a hairy person so I was amazed and excited at all the new hair coming through. My leg hair grew darker and 
thicker, I started to grow belly and chest hair, facial hair has been coming through slowly and despite my initial shock and 
disgust, I’m proud of my hairy shoulders and back”.

Hormone treatment usually takes about two years and this is another stage where some patients feel they now belong to the 
other gender and don’t need to take the process any further. But for those who do, the next options are surgical procedures.

Female-to-male procedures are undertaken less often than male-to-female due to the fact options are quite limited and 
success isn’t as guaranteed.  Both trans men and women may begin with breast surgery, with female-to-male patients 
undergoing mastectomies. 

“A month ago, I was wheeled into an operating theatre to have a double mastectomy,” Zeke said. 

“Hours after the surgery, the surgeon came in to check my drains, she raised the bed and asked me to look down. Despite 
all the padding and post-op binder, I could see my chest was finally flat. Five days later at my first post-op appointment, my 
dressings came off, stitches out, and I was able to see the results and to date, that was the happiest I have ever felt”.

Male-to-female candidates can then also undergo genital reconstruction and various cosmetic surgeries including facial 
reconstructions, vocal cord shortening and hair transplants.

For female-to-male candidates, this may be the only surgery they undergo as available genital surgeries are still far from 
perfect. They can have a hysterectomy, which involves removing the uterus, fallopian tubes and ovaries, and also undergo 
various cosmetic surgeries, such as liposuction to remove fat from areas women biologically tend to carry it. 

“In the near future, I will be undergoing a hysterectomy and will be able to legally change my gender marker on my birth 
certificate,” Zeke said. 

“I will be on Testosterone for life and although it will always be a constant reminder I wasn’t born this [gender], I am now more 
comfortable physically, mentally and emotionally”.

“People on the streets, shopping centres, workplace, pubs, etc., will never know or be able to tell that I wasn’t born male and 
nor is it relevant. Unless I choose to reveal that information and the only likely possibility of me doing that is if you’re (lucky 
enough) to get in my pants.”

The UoN counselling service can be contacted on 4921 5801.
*names have been changed  

“People on the streets, shopping centres, workplace, 
pubs, etc., will never know or be able to tell that I wasn’t 
born male and nor is it relevant.”
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With winter break behind us, summer fast approaching and 
the drag of semester 2 to endure, it’s hard not to let your mind 
think of something fun to do to escape the late night cramming, 
perpetual tears and endless misery (no exaggeration) that 
assessments and exams can bring. But that leaves the ever-
puzzling question of what exactly is there to do? You could go 
to King St or Argyle or, god forbid, Turnt, but that means you 
would have to deal with sticky floors, overpriced drinks and 
the same five songs on repeat for four hours. You could go 
out for dinner, but we all know that on a uni student’s budget, 
your eyes and your stomach are bound to be way too big for 
your wallet. What do we suggest then, you may be asking? A 
HOUSE PARTY. Of course, there are a myriad of obstacles 
you have to manoeuvre through before you’ve actually got the 
OK to throw a party, but once you do, you’re ready to go! Here 
are three simple rules to abide by to make sure your party is 
the best it can be. 

 
IF YOU’RE GOING TO HAVE A THEME, 
MAKE IT AN ORIGINAL ONE
Themes are rad, right? Nothing better than seeing all your 
guests actually give a shit and pull together a great costume. 
I know themes can be difficult due to money/laziness, but 
don’t have a lame theme for the sake of it. Gone are the days 
where people get excited to go to parties that are black and 
white, because it’s literally as boring as it sounds. If you even 
consider having a ‘pimps & hoes’ themed party, you probably 
shouldn’t be hosting a party at all. 

Never fear though, as there are some pretty original, awesome 
themes I’ve seen floating around social media that are great 
inspiration for your humdinger of a shindig. Isabella Popescu 
recently attended a party where the theme was ‘Visual Band 
Pun’ where you dressed as the literal name of a band or artist. 
Using her genius, she donned a giant cardboard spice jar over 
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Jackson Langford dishes the goods on how to host a party  
that would make Corey Worthington jealous.   

the top of some very zig-a-zig-ahh clothing and boom, instant 
Spice Girl! The possibilities for a fun and original theme are 
practically endless, so don’t limit yourself to overused ones 
that are just bound to fail.

WHEN MAKING A PLAYLIST, OLD IS GOLD
The dreaded yet brilliant process of making the party playlist 
is, for me anyway, the most daunting process of planning 
a party. The worst thing that can happen is that songs get 
skipped or people just don’t feel what you’ve put on. Best way 
to avoid this: cover all bases but most importantly, it is 100% 
guaranteed that any song from 2003 backwards is going to be 
a success on the party playlist. Hey Ya, Wannabe, Milkshake, 
Wonderwall, Bittersweet Symphony, Bohemian Rhapsody 
and most definitely any song by S-Club 7 is the way you want 
to head. If, somehow, you can make a playlist that includes 
tracks that coincide with a theme, then you may actually be 
revered by your invitees as a party god. 

 
KNOW WHO YOU ARE INVITING
Unless you are insane, you have an invite list. It’s your party 
and you are allowed to invite whoever you want without having 
to justify yourself to anyone. That being said, you have to be 
careful with some people. Say you have a mate that’s known 
to become aggressive when he/she is drunk; do you really 
want someone at your house who is going to start a fight? 
It’s your house, it’s your rules. Also, and this is of the utmost 
importance, avoid the dreaded “plus one”, especially if you have 
no idea who that plus one is. That extra guy/girl could fit into  
any of the following categories, all of which are best to avoid:

• hardcore drug dealer
• the crying drunk that makes their problems everyone else’s 

as well
• a thief
• or worse

Follow these three crucial guidelines, and your next party/
partay/shindig/kegger/hootenanny/mixer/rave/box social is 
bound to be the ultimate success, in which after you can soak 
in the admiration and reverence that your party-goers will 
shower you with.
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Puppy farming; from the moment we 
discovered such operations were 
happening on our shores, we turned 
our eyes to possible solutions. The 
media told us the closure of pet shops 
was the best way and suddenly every 
local pet store became the enemy. 
But while articles and columns are 
busy advocating their closure, it’s the 
facts and figures they don’t mention 
that tell a different story.

Now what actually is a puppy farm? 
There is no full stop, legal definition, 
but essentially they’re breeding 
facilities designed to mass produce 
litters of puppies “that fail to meet 
the dogs’ behavioural, social and/or 
physiological needs”, according to 
the RSPCA and the PIAA (Pet Industry 
Association of Australia).

If we look at this definition, what can 
be classified as a puppy farm? Shane 
Strong, owner of Morisset’s Gates of 

Eden pet shop, posed the question to 
me.

“Does a person with two or more 
breeding dogs in their backyard count 
as a farm? Is it someone with 20 odd 
dogs or more?”

This is just one part of the problem 
that isn’t clear.

With all the information and statistics 
supporting the view this is a serious 
and horrific issue, there must be some 
problem at hand, but maybe it’s not 
as bad as we’ve been lead to believe.

In doing research you will come across 
information stating these mills keep 
anywhere from 20 to 1000 breeding 
females at one time. Not only do they 
breed them until they literally cannot 
produce anymore litters, but a lot of 
the facilities also keep the animals 
like chickens, placing them in cages 
or pens for the duration of their life 

that only allow them to stand up, turn 
around and lie down.

It’s said most of the breeding done 
in these mills is for the purpose of 
selling to pet shops, but the number 
of puppies these compounds are 
producing is apparently exceeding 
the demand.

A lack of socialisation with humans 
and other animals leaves the dogs 
from the mills with aggression and 
timidity issues. This makes them unfit 
to be family pets, meaning they are 
often swiftly returned. These dogs, 
unable to find homes, usually end up 
in shelters or pounds. 

With so many dogs needing shelter 
and only so much room available, 
many are then euthanised due to 
overcapacity. Cynthia Forshaw is a 
passionate volunteer and foster carer 
as well as the co-ordinator at the 
organisation DoggieRescue, which 
was established 15 years ago to 
tackle this issue of mass euthanasia.

“They’re not the ones at the end 
of their life - they’re healthy dogs 
and cats that are just surplus to 
requirements.”

With a shelter located in Sydney in 
Ingleside, the rescue group “takes 
dogs from all the pounds on the day 
they’re due to be put to death,” she 
said.

“They’re picked up by our volunteers, 
taken to a vet where they’re health-
checked, mircochipped, vaccinated 
and then the next day another 
volunteer picks them up, brings them 
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to the shelter where they’re bathed 
and groomed and have tick collars 
put on”.

When celebrities were seen carrying 
the cute critters around, suddenly 
everyone wanted one, meaning 
smaller breeds, such as Chihuahuas 
and Yorkshire Terriers, became 
particularly popular. But once the 
customer gets the puppy home they 
find “they really have no idea what to 
do with the dog,” Cynthia said. 

“People buy them, they don’t want 
to take them to puppy classes 
because that’s too much trouble for 
them and then the dog ends up in 
the backyard…then they get to be a 
nuisance, then they’re dumped at the 
pound.”

Shelters such as DoggieRescue help 
to tackle that issue by not being an 
open shelter, “you can’t come to us 
and point and say I want that dog,” 
Cynthia said. 

“You have to fill in adoption 
questionnaires which talk about your 
lifestyle, fences, how often you’ll walk 
the dog, have you had a dog before, 
all those sorts of things. So it’s not a 
heart thing, it’s a head thing. If you 
can’t see it, people have to really think 
about what it is they really want.”

For those who take the stance that 
pet shops are fuelling the problem, it 
is believed one way to solve the issue 
is the closure of these stores. 

Elise Foster, Director of the Gosford 
Dog Paws organisation that runs 
Gosford City Council Pound, is 
one who believes if people are 
educated and begin to purchase 
animals from shelters and pounds it 
leaves no market for the puppy farm 
facilities and pet shops, ceasing their 
operations.

“If they’re [pet shops] not selling 
puppies, because they’re not making 
any money, they shut down,” Elise 
said. 

“So they’re not buying any more 
puppies from puppy mills and then 
hopefully that will shut that down.”

However, those who own and run pet 
shops, such as Shane, believe people 
with this view have gotten it all wrong.

Shane opened my eyes to the other 
side of the argument by giving me 
an article by Bob Croucher titled 
“Pet Shops Selling Puppies”, which  
helped me see the unexposed side of 
puppy farming.

The general consensus seems to 
be the majority of dogs are sold 
through pet shops, but, according to 
Croucher’s article, only 15% of sales 
are actually through these outlets. The 
rest tend to occur over the Internet on 
websites like Gumtree.

Shane believes even if we stop pet 
shop operations, this will just increase 
the number of people buying online or 
from newspaper advertisements.

People flock to the online option due 
to the cheaper prices, but a lot of the 

issues associated with this form 
of trade come down to the fact 
these breeders don’t take the time, 
effort or proper procedures most 
pet shops owners or pounds do to 
ensure the dog’s health.

“My dogs cost around $1000 but 
they’re all chipped and vaccinated, 
whereas you can go online and in 
the paper and get dogs that aren’t 
for maybe 50 bucks. People see 
it’s cheaper and go for that option.” 
Shane said.

So how do we stop these 
dangerous puppy mills and solve 
this problem?

At this point it becomes interesting 
to note sometimes opposing sides 
do see eye-to-eye and propose 
some of the same solutions. This 
includes better regulation and 
registration of breeders, “whereby 
inspectors can come round and 
check the animals are housed in 
suitable enclosures,” Cynthia said.

But advocating for “councils, local 
government and the RSPCA to 
search into and shut down puppy 
mills,” still continues and remains a 
divided field Elise said.

“We farm goats and pigs, and the 
way we treat pigs is disgusting. I 
think as long as the dogs are being 
socialised and kept in suitable 
conditions, I don’t have a problem 
with it,” Shane said. 
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Have you ever had a great idea, but couldn’t get it kick-
started? Have you needed a little bit of a boost in the wallet 
to get that project off the ground? Or do you need the help of 
someone with the skills or the know-how to make your idea 
come to life? Well then, Create 2308: The Festival of Creativity 
and Imagination is just for you.

The Create 2308 Festival (August 18-22) encourages 
collaborative, interdisciplinary and spontaneous creativity 
across the Callaghan campus. 2013 saw the campus come to 
un-dead life with hoards of zombies in the student film ‘One 
Last Drink’ while the UoN staff battled it out in the student-
judged ARTiculate art prize. Meanwhile, the University’s 
mythological mascot was reinterpreted and transformed 
into metre high statues in the Hippocampus Project and the 
verbosity monstrosity of the ‘Word Hurl Anti-Slam spoken 
word and poetry competition’ hit the mics of the Godfrey 
Tanner Bar. These are just a few of the student and staff led 
projects and events that began as a simple idea, but came to 
life through the Create 2308 Festival.

Craig Foot - the organiser of this year’s festival - embraces 
the ideology of the festival as a focus on bringing a spirit of 
community and diversity to life at the University. 

“It’s about highlighting the role of creativity in study, work 
and daily life. Though it is also about what can happen on 
a university campus that probably isn’t likely to happen 
anywhere else, because of that strange mix of people you find 
on campuses. There is also this notion of synergy – someone 
might have half an idea, but need someone else to help them 
bring it to realisation. That’s the type of thing that happens on 
a university campus,” he said.

This synergy formed the basis of Adriana Sung’s involvement 
with the festival in 2013, when she responded to a casting call 
for a Bollywood music video. 

“It was two academics – Dr. Vikrant Kirshore and Dr. Susan 
Kerrigan, who pitched for the funding and participation in 
CREATE 2308.” 
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Since that funding pitch and the film’s creation, Adriana has 
become the choreographer and casting director for a second 
contemporary Bollywood film and (along with her dance group 
De Bam Bam Sisztaz) featured at the opening of the Bollywood 
film nights, which run at the Regal Cinema in Birmingham 
Gardens. Adriana is an advocate for the potential CREATE 
2308 has for students. 

“Our participation in CREATE2308 became a great launch pad 
for introducing the University and the rest of Newcastle to the 
cultural aspects of Bollywood,” Adriana said. 

Craig is particularly excited to see how 2014’s submissions 
will bring life and integration to the generally geographically 
divided campus.

“There is a little bit of isolation amongst certain elements 
of campus that transfers across to other social interactions 
where people stick to their school, or people they are studying 
with. We want to create those little sparks where people get 
together who otherwise might not,” he said. 

According to Fine Art student Elissa Smolinski, this element of 
interdisciplinary interaction was the most rewarding part of her 
experience in 2013. Elissa’s large-scale project brought people 
together in order to create the glowing abstract being ‘Holubic’ 
behind the Chancellery, enhancing the campus grounds with a 
surprising sculptural presence. 

“The best thing about Create 2308 was getting to talk to 
everyone and having complete strangers come up to me and 
ask about Holubic. Then they would tell me their own stories 
about him! It really does feel like he is something more than 
just a sculpture,” Elissa said. 

Elissa also highlights the importance of a team environment 
during Holubic’s construction. 

“Being a part of the festival has benefited me instead of 
working solo. Because of the sheer size of the structure I 
would not have been able to build it alone and it would not 
have been possible without the funding,” she said.  

Elissa’s work with Holubic not only extended into her 
considering collaborative practice, but also furthered her 
experiences as a practising artist in a real world context. 
Holubic has since been shown as part of the Sculpture in the 
Vineyards at Undercliff Winery, giving Elissa the opportunity to 
straddle the realities of exhibiting outside of the conventional 
or university run spaces.

But creativity isn’t just natural born talent, or a thought 
process reserved for the Spielbergs, Einsteins and Da Vincis. 
Artists, filmmakers, scientists, mathematicians, engineers, 
businessmen and politicians are all human (yep – EVEN 
politicians), holding that creative spark deep within them. 
Absolutely anyone can have a great idea and with Create2308, 
your idea may just be the next giant, glowing sculpture on 
campus. Great futures occur where these great minds come 
together, take a risk, share their ideas and try something new.

When Craig envisions the future of the festival, he emphasises 
the ongoing potential of creativity and student and staff 
involvement on campus. 

“We would like to see some spin-offs where people realise that 
this type of thing doesn’t just have to happen during festival 
time. We can get together and do things and create little 
events during the course of the year with people that we don’t 
normally connect with. It’s about planting seeds and having an 
annual focus that brings it together,” he said. 

No matter your talent, no matter your area of study, Create 
2308 is a thriving pool for bringing the creative potential out 
of students and into life on campus. Applications for project 
funding have already closed for 2014, but if you do have a 
fantastic idea remember to apply for up to $2000 in funding 
support by May next year (who knows, that dream of a hover-
board might just hit prototype stage with some Create2308 
help). 

However, don’t despair, as there are still plenty of opportunities 
to get those creative juices flowing right now. Pop up events 
will be springing up all over campus and passers by will be 
encouraged to get involved in the fun. So keep your eyes 
peeled for any unusually creative sights on campus this 
August. 

To see a full schedule of CREATE2308’s events head to http://
www.uonservices.org.au/entertainment/events/create-2308
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Designed by Micaela Phillips

Travelling is never cheap, and one of the many costs of 
such an adventure is the accommodation. While many of 
us dream of staying in some five-star resort, the number 
of zeros in the price tag tend to put this vision to rest fairly 
quickly. In looking for cheaper options, people usually 
resort to lower rated hotels or even hostels, but there 
are other options you might consider next time you’re 
planning a getaway.

Couchsurfing is definitely an option for the more 
adventurous of us out there with a “go-with-the-flow” 
attitude. According to good old, trustworthy Wikipedia, 
couchsurfing is basically the exercise of moving from 
house to house, sleeping on their floors or couches 
without paying a cent. 

From something we’ve all probably done one weekend or 
another, sleeping on the couch has now been taken to a 
whole new (international) level.

Back in 1999, a man named Casey Fenton, after snagging 
himself some cheap flights, needed somewhere to crash. 
So he emailed about 1,500 students at the University of 
Iceland, and after getting more than 50 replies, the idea of 
Couchsurfing was born.

Fast-forward to 2004, and the official website was 
launched, allowing people all over the world to connect 
and find random couches to crash on.

Now while this may mean you don’t get to spend your 
travelling days in 5-star accommodation, there are many 
other awesome benefits.

Firstly, because you’ll find yourself staying with locals, 
you’ll be able to get insider knowledge about the best 
places to go, the cheapest meals, and all those hidden 
treasures your regular tourist would miss. For those who 
love a bit of history and context, you’ll also have the 
added bonus of really understanding and experiencing 
different cultures, the lives of the locals, and the history 
of the places around you in a way no tour guide could 
ever give. It will probably also help you brush up on your 
language skills.

An advocate of Couchsurfing, Kelsie Clark travelled 
around Europe with her boyfriend last year using this 

dirt-cheap method. “Couchsurfing really allows you to 
be immersed in the culture of a place. Most hosts you 
encounter are very welcoming and will give you lots of 
information and tips of where to go and what to see”.

But in addition to getting a place to sleep at night, and 
someone to show you around, this experience can create 
lasting friends and improve your tolerance for other 
cultures and ways of life.

“Some of my greatest friends have been made through 
Couchsurfing,” Kelsie said. “There is so much you can 
learn from people in different cultures - it is worth it”.

Now the big thing that might be keeping you away from 
the idea is the fact you’re sleeping in a stranger’s house, 
after all, we’ve been warned about ‘stranger danger’ since 
we could walk. Well never fear, the host profiles on the 
website let you know all about the person and their house 
you could be invading, so you can pick someone that 
suits you. 

“We would look for people who had similar careers or 
interests and always read their profile in full, including 
some of their previous references,” Kelsie said. 

“It is important to know who you are staying with”.

But remember, if you do turn up to your accommodation 
and aren’t happy with what you’ve got, you have every 
right to leave.

Another quick tip - seeing as you are staying in someone’s 
place free of charge, it may be a nice thought to pay back 
your host. This could be by keeping your space clean, 
buying them a nice bottle of wine, or even cooking dinner 
one night.

On the flip side, you could also choose to put your 
own spare space up to host. While you may not make 
any money from it, you will gain the chance of showing 
someone around your city and helping them have a more 
fun-filled and culture-soaked experience.

To find out more, check out www.couchsurfing.org 
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Designed by Katrina Reeves

In need of everyday essentials with an artistic touch? 
Society6 is your answer. Creative folks now have a 
destination to sell their designs in the form of framed art 
prints, phone cases, tote bags, stationary cards and even 
clothing as the artwork on Society6 is created by thousands 
of artists from around the world. For those of us who aren’t 
so creative, we can definitely settle for purchasing the art 
instead. 

Society6 hosts a variety of products, but the star of the show 
is their collection of iPhone and Samsung Galaxy cases. 
The amazingly detailed designs make the $35 price tag less 
painful (plus the artist who designed the print makes a profit 
as well).

However, with such a great range of products comes great 
responsibility. You don’t want to settle for a product on page 
3 instead of the one you would have really loved on page 80 
because you got tired of searching.

www.society6.com

Nowhere knows fashion quite like New York, and their Pixie 
Market is the new player in the fashion world. This treasure 
trove offers a collection of on-trend fashion and unique 
accessories that could spice up any outfit. It is difficult to 
resist whipping out that credit card once you take a wander 
through the wide selection of quirky pieces marked with 
reasonable price tags.

However, despite the burning temptation to buy that pair of 
knockout heels, shipping and returns is where you could get 
caught out. There’s a $20 flat rate on postage to Australia for 
orders under $250 and they can take up to 20 days to arrive. 
But if your shopping spree adds up to over $250, (what a 
lovely bank account you must have. Can I have it?) shipping 
is free. You’d better make sure you love your order and be 
sure of the sizing, as Pixie Market doesn’t offer exchanges or 
refunds on international orders. 

www.pixiemarket.com

Ever wished that you could own that amazing outfit that 
you pinned? Well Keep.com is making both Pinterest and 
Instagram shoppable! 

But Keep.com isn’t just a fashion store. They have a wide 
range of products, uncovering trends in fashion and 
accessories, but also home décor and quirky gifts for that 
person who has everything. It’s not all about the ladies either. 
There’s an extensive range of clothing and bits and bobs for 
the guys out there too (Including a book called Guys Can 
Be Cat Ladies Too. I know what my brother is getting for 
Christmas).  

The best part is, the website does all the work for you. Simply 
browse through the multitude of products and when you see 
something you like, you can buy it, or ‘Keep it for later’. You 
can also see who else has already Kept it and explore more 
of their Keeps. When you click buy, Keep.com redirects you 
to the original store and sets its all up, completely ready to 
purchase. It’s that easy (really, I promise). 

www.keep.com

In the age of eBooks, the good old hardcover has to be 
good for something, right? Growingbooks is a unique and 
innovative way to breathe life back into old books that were 
destined for waste. Two guys from Terrigal came up with the 
idea of combining books, candles and plants together into a 
clever piece of décor. They find the retired books from charity 
shops, school libraries and council pick-ups, saving them from 
destruction by turning them into waterproofed planters for 
various succulents and cacti.

You can select a D.I.Y Growingbook pack for $25 where you 
can pick the colour combination of the two books that you 
would like, plus you can choose to add a candle for $4 to 
add a little extra ambience. If you’re stuck buying a birthday 
present, here it is! 

 Shipping is completely free across Australia and takes up to 
3 business days for your custom order to be put together and 
sent in the mail. Once posted, you should have it in 2-4 days! 
NB: You will need to buy your own rocking cacti.  

www.growingbooks.bigcartel.com
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Opening Nights
• 6:30pm, Thursday, 31 July
• 6:30pm, Thursday, 21 August

Email: wattspace@newcastle.edu.au 
Website: www.uonservices.org.au/culture-arts/watt-space
Phone: (02) 4921 8733  |  Office: (02) 4921 5188 
Facebook: facebook.com/WattSpaceGallery

Watt Space Gallery, University House, Auckland St Newcastle. Open 11am -5 pm.
Watt Space, the University of Newcastle’s student art gallery, is brought to you by the U.

30 July - 17 August
Made by Hand Eloise Genner
Light Gatherers Mojgan Habibi
Strapped Emilie Jeine Amaryllis
Bodies of Water Jess Jones
Edit Group Photography Exhibition

21 August - 7 September
2014 UoN Services Annual Student Art 
Prize: Bloom Curated by Gillian Adamson

What is the first thing you think of when you hear the word Lego? 
Stepping on the little critters and screaming at the top of our lungs? 

For Flynn Doran this isn’t the case. Playing with Lego at a young 
age is what made him discover his love and passion for art. 

Currently in his eighth year of studying visual arts, you could say 
Flynn has a true love for what he does, which is now influencing his 
young children as well.

“I think art is an activity children can really get involved in and even 
feel accomplished. The positive reinforcement I felt as a child when 
creating, probably accounts for my interest in art.”

Born and raised in Singleton, Flynn moved to Newcastle where he 
has resided for the last 14 years, providing and caring for his family. 
He remains dedicated and passionate towards one of his loves; the 
pursuit of the artistic.  

“Art has not so much changed my life as shaped it. Pursuing a 
career in art has taken me overseas and opened up opportunities 
that would have otherwise been unknown to me.”

When asked to describe what type of art he produces and what 
influences this, Flynn expresses that artists are undervalued.

“For the most part of my degree I have concentrated on realism, 
depicting life as I see and experience it. My influences, have been 
widespread, and I guess that’s how it should be. Artists are cultural 
pioneers. We should be reflecting everything that is happening in 
society.”

Art is a way of life for Flynn and can be seen seen as an artist with 
significant vision and a determination to fulfil such dreams.

“Dreaming big, my long-term goal would to be involved with a 
biennale or any large-scale international exhibition. But for now it 
would be nice to be a self-sufficient practising artist.”

Alex Toscano discovers lego can shape more than a 
toy building.

Flynn Doran

Watt Space Exhibitions
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Unearthed
Lauren Gross dives into the Unearthed vault and 
discovers some Lunatics on Pogosticks.

Lunatics on Pogosticks have the most awesome band name 
I have ever heard, and also have some of the coolest music 
I have ever heard too. The band consists of a trio of teens 
who possess a hybrid punk, pop and garage rock sound. In 
their own words that have “firelickin’ Calum Newton shootin’ 
out electro orgasms on G-tar/Vocs, the impenetrable James 
Whitfield gettin’ dumb on the drums and Bryce Wilson making 
bass guitar popular since 95. Delicious Lo-Fi garage pop-
noise alt styling’s are the name of the game.” The Lunatics’ 
description of themselves hits the pogostick on the head. 

The trio definitely has teen angst covered with drawling vocals 
and impressive guitar and bass skills. It’s the kind of music 
that would play in a nineties teen movie as the protagonist 
jumps around their bedroom, banging their head and 
screaming the lyrics. They remind me of bands I listened to 
in high school like Green Day, Simple Plan and Blink-182, but 
their tunes are still distinctly their own.  

I watched The Sapphires specifically for 
this review as I’m typically not a huge 
fan of singing movies. I hated High 

School Musical at the wee age of 12 when all of my classmates 
adored it, I stopped watching Beyonce’s Dreamgirls halfway 
through because I fell into a boredom-induced coma and I died 
a little inside every time they burst into song in Les Misérables 
(especially when it was Russell Crowe). However, because I am 
such a dedicated Yak, I bought The Sapphires for the bargain 
price of $12 at Kmart and settled on the couch with my glass of 
wine and low expectations. 

But it was actually good. Really, good. 91% fresh on Rotten 
Tomatoes good.

The film is set in the 1960s where four Aboriginal girls form a 
singing group and travel to Vietnam with their Irish manager 
to entertain the troops. The plot summary doesn’t sound 
like much, but the film touches on deeper issues like racism 

The Sapphires

I’m not the only one who thinks the Lunatics are A-Okay 
either. They took out the 2013 Unearthed High Competition 
and they continually get rave reviews from the team at 
Triple J.

“Surprise, surprise, I also really like this (Blood Clot). Fun, 
catchy power pop punk, reminiscent of Kisschasy but still 
very much LOP,” former presenter, Tom Ballard said. 

When listening to Less Than Sober, Dave Ruby said; ‘The 
LOP boys are back and they’ve lost none of their brash 
energy since leaving school. I was singing it by the end of 
my first listen, uh huh.” 

Check out the insanely catchy Less Than Sober, the 
fantastic guitar riff in ‘Picasso’s Saddest Love’ and my 
absolute favourite Blood Clot on their Triple J Unearthed 
page. Though your reason for looking them up will most 
likely be because of their insanely awesome band name, I 
guarantee you will stay for their insanely awesome music.  

lunatics on pogosticks

RATED:
Monday, 28 July, from 6.30pm

Lauren Gross suffers through a 
musical and actually finds a gem. 

By Amy Theodore

in Australia and the pointlessness of the Vietnam War. 
However, it doesn’t concern itself too much with the drama 
of these serious issues, concentrating more on being an 
irresistibly feel-good, uplifting film. 

Everyone’s acting is fantastic with Chris O’Dowd (the 
charming cop from Bridesmaids) almost stealing the show 
with his sarcastic humour and killer dance moves. The girls 
(including Jessica Mauboy and Deborah Mailman) are sassy 
and funny, as well as very talented singers. 

The soundtrack is also fantastic, with lots of old soulful 
classics. I think this was the reason why I loved this musical 
and hated all of the other ones I had previously seen - the 
music in this film is actually good. It’s relevant to the storyline, 
well spaced apart so it’s not death by songs and they are so 
bloody catchy as well. I was belting out ‘what a man, what 
a man, what a man, what a mighty, mighty good man’, for a 
shamefully long time after this.

It’s an Australian film and a musical that I can’t really fault 
(apart from being a bit cliché) because it’s so convincingly 
acted, funny and entertaining. Catch it at the U Cinema on the 
28th of July. 

“But it was actually good. Really, good. 91% 
fresh on Rotten Tomatoes good.”

“Though your reason for looking them up 

will most likely be because of their insanely 

awesome band name, I guarantee you will stay 

for their insanely awesome music.” 



28/july
NAIDOC Movie Night
Free BBQ from 6pm
Movie starts at 6.30pm, 
The Sapphires (PG)

29/july
Trivia
Bar on the Hill

Gambirra
12pm, Bar on the Hill

Free Common Lunch 
BBQ - 12pm, Auchmuty 
Courtyard

Tanner Tuesday
Themed Trivia Night - 
Harry Potter

30/july
Pool Comp
Godfrey Tanner Bar

U Event
When I Grow Up Party - 
featuring KLP
Doors open 7pm
Tix: 
U Members: $5
UoN Students: $10
Guests: $20

31/july
NAIDOC Cultural Fair
11:30am - 1:30pm

Games with Godfrey
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Watt Space Opening 
Night
6.30pm, Watt Space 
Gallery

1
Trivia
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Friday Arvos
Bar on the Hill

2 3
I Remember
Newcastle 
University 
Choir
2pm, Great 
Hall

4
Semester 1 resumes
Festival of Autonomy

Autonomy Archives 
Exhibition
Auchmuty Library

Assassins of Autonomy
begins. 

Grammaphone Man
12pm, Derkenne 
Courtyard

Campus Sports & Gala 
Day
8am to 1pm, Oval 4 & 
The Forum

Monday Movies by 
Moonlight
6.30pm, The Breakfast 
Club (M)

5
Festival of Autonomy

Free Common Lunch 
BBQ - 12pm, Auchmuty 
Courtyard

Grena & Luke
12pm, Auchmuty 
Courtyard

Jack Dawson - 12pm, 
Bar on the Hill

Trivia
Bar on the Hill

Tanner Tuesday
MEDSOC vs. UNLSA 
Debate

Annual ICC Academic 
Shield Science & 
Engineering Challenge
6pm, Edwards Hall 
Dining Room

6
Festival of Autonomy

Live Entertainment with 
Invisible Circus
12pm, Bar on the Hill

Live Entertainment with 
Bell Enks
12pm, Derkenne 
Courtyard

Volunteer & Vacation 
Expo 
12pm to 3pm, Brennan 
Room
Pool Comp
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Wednesday Nights
Bar on the Hill

FEAST Bush Dance
7pm, Bar on the Hill

7
Festival of Autonomy

Live Entertainment 
with The Newcastle 
Conservatorium Music 
Vocal Showcase
12pm, Derkenne 
Courtyard
Games with Godfrey
Godfrey Tanner Bar

8
Festival of Autonomy

Autonomy Day Party
7am to 5pm, Bar on 
the Hill
Entry: 
UoN Students: $10 (must 
have current UoN Student ID)

Guests: $20 (one guest per 
student only. Guest & student 
must arrive & enter together)

The Carnival
9am to 3pm, Oval 4

Auchmuty 500 Billy 
Cart Races
9:15am to 11:30am, 
Aviation Carpark

Autonomy Day Party - 
Silent Disco
11:30am to 2:30pm, 
Carpark 14

9 10
Wallsend 
Winter 
Carnivale
Wallsend 
Town

11
Monday Movies by 
Moonlight
6.30pm, Die Hard (MA 
15+)

12
Free Common Lunch 
BBQ - 12pm, Auchmuty 
Courtyard

Trivia
Bar on the Hill

Tanner Tuesday
Guest Speaker

13
Pool Comp
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Wednesday Nights
Bar on the Hill

Day on the Quad
12pm to 5:30pm, Central 
Coast Campus

14
Games with Godfrey
Godfrey Tanner Bar

15
Trivia
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Friday Arvos
Bar on the Hill

16 17

18
Create 2308

Monday Movies by 
Moonlight
6.30pm, The Shining 
(MA 15+)

19
Create 2308

Free Common Lunch 
BBQ - 12pm, Auchmuty 
Courtyard

Trivia
Bar on the Hill

Tanner Tuesday
Pimms and Needles

20
Create 2308
Pool Comp
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Wednesday Nights
Bar on the Hill

National Campus Band 
Comp: Repechage 
Final
7pm, Bar on the Hill

21
Create 2308

U Advice: Free Legal 
Advice
10am - 2pm, Central 
Coast Campus
Games with Godfrey
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Watt Space Opening 
Night
6.30pm, Watt Space 
Gallery

22
Create 2308
Trivia
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Friday Arvos
Bar on the Hill

23 24

25
Monday Movies by 
Moonlight
6.30pm, Candy (R 18+)

26
Free Common Lunch 
BBQ - 12pm, Auchmuty 
Courtyard

Trivia
Bar on the Hill

Tanner Tuesday
Open Mic Night

27
Floyd Vincent - 12pm, 
Derkenne Courtyard
Pool Comp
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Wednesday Nights
Bar on the Hill

National Campus Band 
Comp: UoN Final
7pm, Bar on the Hill

28
Games with Godfrey
Godfrey Tanner Bar

29
Trivia
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Friday Arvos
Bar on the Hill

Newcastle Jazz 
Festival
Newcastle Jockey Club

30
Newcastle 
Jazz Festival
Newcastle 
Jockey Club

31
Newcastle 
Jazz Festival
Newcastle 
Jockey Club

WHAT’S ON AUGUST
www.uonservices.org.auFind out more at

MON           TUE               WED                                     THUR                                   FRI                                SAT                                       SUN
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Monday Movies by Moonlight 
at U Cinema
Laze on the lawn under the stars and 
catch a flick for free!
6.30pm, Mondays 
Derkenne Courtyard

Trivia
Test out your trivia skills each week at Bar 
on the Hill or Godfrey Tanner Bar!
Bar on the Hill: 1pm - 2pm, Tuesdays

Tanner Tuesday
Sample something a little bit different 
each week, from open mic to debates, 
Q&As and more!
6.30pm, Tuesdays
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Pool Comp
Pool sharks of Callaghan unite! Free to 
enter and there are prizes for the winner!
3pm - 5.30pm, Wednesdays
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Wednesday Nights
Student night starts here with $4 drinks, 
DJs, free pool and buses into town!
From 7pm, Wednesdays
Bar on the Hill

Games with Godfrey
Settle down in the bar and roll the dice 
for a social board game or two!
From 3pm, Thursdays
Godfrey Tanner Bar

Trivia
Test out your trivia skills each week at Bar 
on the Hill or Godfrey Tanner Bar!
Godfrey Tanner Bar: 1pm - 2pm, Fridays

Friday Arvos
Chill out and enjoy $9 jugs, $6.50 
Schnitzel + chips and free lawn games!
From 3pm, Fridays
Bar on the Hill

Happy Hour
Sign up to be a U Member and enjoy 
delicious cheap drinks - priced especially 
for U Members!
Godfrey Tanner Bar: 4pm - 5pm, each 
weekday of semester
Bar on the Hill: 5pm - 6pm, each 
weekday of semester

Day on the Quad
The Central Coast Campus is hitting the quarter-
century mark, and you’re invited to celebrate at 
this free daytime festival! There’ll be live music on 
the lawn outside the library, plus grab some food 
and drink. Gözleme is just one of things you can 
discover at the market stalls.
Wednesday, 13 August
12pm - 5:30pm, Ourimbah Campus

Pride Week
University of Newcastle’s Queers and Allies 
(UoN’Qaa) is a club for queers and allies. Aimed 
specifically for students who are looking for a 
social group with a supportive vibe, UoN’Qaa 
are holding Pride Week from 11-15 August. Pride 
Week will feature a range of activities across the 
Callaghan campus.
Monday: Bake Sale, Auchmuty Courtyard 
lunchtime
Tuesday: Croquet Party, Bar on the Hill Lawn 
lunchtime
Wednesday: Picnic, Bar on the Hill Lawn 
lunchtime
Thursday: Film Screening, Derkenne Courtyard 
evening
Friday: Pride Ball, Bar on the Hill evening (from 
7pm)

Daffodil Day
August is also home to Daffodil Day! The Cancer 
Council and Students Alliance will be holding 
events throughout the month in support of this 
cause.

REGULAR ACTIVITIES REGIONAL CAMPUSES

CLUBS & SOCIETIES

Festival of Autonomy
4 to 7, August
Celebrating UoN’s triumphant sovereignty from UNSW, Autonomy Week has heaps 
of activities for students to enjoy. Monday sees University residents and Wollotuka 
students battling it out on the sporting fields, plus a Quidditch match between UoN and 
UNSW. Tuesday will be a bit more brainy, with regular trivia at Bar on the Hill, debating 
at the Godfrey Tanner Bar and an inter-college Science & Engineering Challenge. BOTH 
and the Derkenne Courtyard will feature live music on Wednesday, with FEAST holding 
a bush dance that night. The Newcastle Conservatorium Music Vocal Showcase is on 
Thursday night to tide us over to the big day…Autonomy Day! Food, live music, DJs, 
billy carts, inflatable rides, markets and general merriment. Check out the rest of the 
details online at www.uonservices.org.au/festival-of-autonomy

uonservices.org.au/festival-of-autonomy
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TOP PICK

MONDAYS

TUESDAYS

WEDNESDAYS

THURSDAYS

FRIDAYS

ALL WEEK
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4 - 8 August, 2014

Scan the QR code to check the full schedule and plan 
your 2014 Festival of Autonomy celebrations.

Visit uonservices.org.au for details.


